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Arduino is the open source electronics prototyping platform that has taken the Maker Movement
by storm. This thorough introduction, updated for the latest Arduino release, helps you start
prototyping right away. From obtaining the required components to putting the final touches on
your project, all the information you need is here!Getting started with Arduino is a snap. To use
the introductory examples in this guide, all you need is an Arduino Uno or Leonardo, along with a
USB cable and an LED. The easy-to-use, free Arduino development environment runs on Mac,
Windows, and Linux.In Getting Started with Arduino, you'll learn about:Interaction design and
physical computingThe Arduino board and its software environmentBasics of electricity and
electronicsPrototyping on a solderless breadboardDrawing a schematic diagramTalking to a
computer--and the cloud--from ArduinoBuilding a custom plant-watering system

About the AuthorMassimo Banzi is the co-founder of the Arduino project and has worked for
clients such as: Prada, Artemide, Persol, Whirlpool, V&A Museum and Adidas. He spent 4 years
at the Interaction Design Institute Ivrea as Associate Professor. Massimo has taught workshops
and has been a guest speaker at institutions like: Architectural Association - London,
Hochschule f r Gestaltung und Kunst Basel, Hochschule f r Gestaltung Schw bisch Gm nd, FH
Potsdam, Domus Academy, Medialab Madrid, Escola Superior de Disseny Barcelona, ARS
Electronica Linz, Mediamatic Amsterdam, Doors of Perception Amsterdam.Before joining IDII he
was CTO for the Seat Ventures incubator. He spent many years working as a software
architect,both in Milan and London, on projects for clients like Italia Online, Sapient, Labour
Party, BT, MCI WorldCom, SmithKlineBeecham, Storagetek, BSkyB and boo.com.Michael
Shiloh is Associate Professor at the California College of the Arts where he teaches electronics,
programming, robotics, and electromechanics. Trained formally as an electrical engineer,
Michael worked for various consumer and embedded engineering firms before discovering a
passion for teaching. Michael frequently lectures and speaks at conferences and universities
worldwide. In 2013, Michael started working for Arduino, speaking about the open-source
electronics prototyping platform to new audiences and leading hands-on workshops.
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This is a sample. The number of pages displayed is limited. Pages 11 - 236 are not
included in this sample.          Pages 247 - 248 are not included in this sample.

Programming Arduino: Getting Started with Sketches, Second Edition (Tab) Exploring Arduino:
Tools and Techniques for Engineering Wizardry Arduino Cookbook: Recipes to Begin, Expand,
and Enhance Your Projects Arduino For Dummies Make: More Electronics: Journey Deep Into
the World of Logic Chips, Amplifiers, Sensors, and Randomicity
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Rosser, “Arduino. Good book. Informative. Quick delivery. I would recommend.”

Robert M. Mejia, “Arduino Beginners. I'm  a beginner for Arduino,I want to comment positive.”

TianCi, “A very good starter kit. I also bought the suggested title along with this kit.The two
together make a very useful tool for me to over come the learning curve for beginning arduino.I
have now built a few set ups and am able to share this tool with my students in class.”

Jose Barrera, “Muy buen libro. Es importante contar con arduino uno para realizar los ejemplos
del libro. Muy buen contenido y fácil de entender.”

John K., “A good book to start out with.. I like this book. There is a lot to learn in this book. I have
not read it cover to cover yet but so far information is clearly presented but for programming
symbols. But in chapter 4 the programming or sketching was a little awkward without an
introduction to the meaning of the symbols used for writing the instructions for the Arduino. A
reference of symbols is found in the back of the book but there was no mention of this in chapter
4. That said I would buy it again but I bought other books too since it is always better to get more
than one point of view.”

JackJack, “Recommended for the total novice (like me!). Here is my entire background in
electronics: I did A-level Physics. That's it. I have a hobbyist-level interest in coding (mostly
simple stuff for the web), but have never taken on an electrical project more complex than
rewiring a plug, until this year. This is the book that changed things for me.I got to read this book
via a slightly oblique route. I previously read 
  
Processing - A Programming Handbook for Visual Designers and Artists

  
  
, which introduced me to the Processing environment. It's a combination of a simple cross-
platform IDE and some clever graphics libraries that makes it easy to learn about programming
and create cool 'interactive art' with very little experience. I enjoyed that, and started reading



about the other work that author Casey Reas had been part of. This led me to the Arduino
project. It's a combination of free software and cheap hardware that makes it easy to get started
with circuit design, or what they call "Physical Computing". The software part is virtually identical
to the Processing environment, which meant I felt right at home. The hardware part was daunting
at first, but this book leads the reader by the hand and makes it all seem very simple indeed.The
first two chapters introduce the concept of Physical Computing, in the simplest possible terms.
The authors make it clear that they expect no prior experience. They want you to play around, or
"tinker". I knew I was in for a good time when I got to the page illustrated with the famous "This is
a chord, this is another, this is a third... NOW FORM A BAND".True to their promise, chapter 3
leads you through installing the software (Mac, PC or Linux). Chapter 4 has you running the first
programs: first, a basic routine that flashes an LED on the board (Yes! Instant success!!). Then,
two programs that make a push-button control the LED in different ways.Chapter 5 has
programs for:- Making the LED fade in and out ("like a sleeping Apple computer")- Change the
brightness as you press a button- Controlling the brightness with a dial- Sending sensor values
to the computerIn chapter 6, we get an overview of the Arduino Leonardo board (all other
chapters assume the use of an Arduino Uno, the most basic board). This gives instructions for
making the board emulate a USB input device.Chapter 7 is a networking tutorial. Code samples
are provided for creating a networked lamp that changes colour and luminosity depending on
information from the internet (think of a DIY version of Philips Hue).In Chapter 8, we are
encouraged to make a DIY Garden Irrigation System. This is a really cool chapter that introduces
timers, relays and breadboards (it's winter at the time of writing, so I worked through the
examples without actually connecting it to my sprinkler. I still learned a lot).Chapter 9 is all about
troubleshooting. It gives some useful tips on isolating and fixing problems with a circuit
design.Appendix A explains the ins and outs of breadboardsAppendix B is about resistors and
capacitorsAppendix C is a quick reference guideAppendix D explains schematic circuit
diagrams.By the end of the book, I felt a real sense of achievement about how much I had
learned. At no stage did it seem to complex or daunting (in retrospect, I'm quite surprised about
how easy it was).If you have ever entertained the idea of tinkering with electronics, but just didn't
know where to start, I would suggest buying an Arduino Uno, and a copy of this book. Set aside
a few days to really immerse yourself in this world, and you might surprise yourself.”

Mrs Lovehampton, “good informative book. Here is my entire background in electronics: I know
how to use a multimeter. I am 72 years old and decided to buy an Arduino super started kit Uno
R3. I was a bit baffled by all the many bits of circuitry so I decided that I needed guidance. This
book is ideal. The early projects gives a good understanding of the programming element as
well as practice with a breadboard.  I would recommend this book to anyone starting in Arduino.”

J.S, “This book is a good book to give you a grounding in arduino. This book is a good book to
give you a grounding in arduino. There is so much information readily available now for arduino



you would be hard pushed not to find the advice of how to get started on the simplest of
programs which more often than not starts with basic flashing LED's. A great little book.”

The book by Massimo Banzi has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 616 people have provided feedback.
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